Redmine - Feature #3046
Mix associated revisions with journal entries
2009-03-25 08:52 - Gerrit Kaiser

Status: New
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Issues
Category: Issues
Target version:
Resolution:

Start date: 2009-03-25
Due date:
% Done: 0%
Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Description
when an issue has a number of associated revisions and comments it becomes hard to figure out the order in which things happened. If the revisions would be interspersed with the other updates/journals, the sequences of events becomes obvious. On long discussion threads like they happen on open source projects, the associated revisions are out of view from the comment form, so people might not notice that a certain issue had been fixed already.

At the moment in the default theme, the block of associated revisions is floated into the comment area, so its with is reduced by half which can get quite ugly (and potentially hide content, think long preformatted lines). This issue would also be fixed by having one integrated view.

If this finds approval I'm quite willing to provide a patch

Related issues:
Related to Redmine - Feature #3058: Show issue history using tabs
Has duplicate Redmine - Feature #12194: Source control revisions should be in...
Has duplicate Redmine - Feature #5681: Merge Issue comments and associated co...

Closed 2009-03-26
Closed
Closed 2010-06-14

History
#1 - 2009-03-25 14:38 - Jack Christensen
+1

#2 - 2009-05-01 11:28 - Daniel N
+1

#3 - 2017-11-08 03:48 - Mischa The Evil
- Has duplicate Feature #12194: Source control revisions should be integrated as part of the history added

#4 - 2017-11-08 03:50 - Mischa The Evil
- Has duplicate Feature #5681: Merge Issue comments and associated commits. added